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Clarinet in Eb 



















(large gong, small gong, field drum, brake drums (high, medium, low) 
2 percussionist 
(bass drum, tom-toms, bass tom, bowed crotales, cymbal set (crash, ride, hi-hat) 
3 percussionist 











Crotales, Cymbals and Waterphone are played by double bass bow. 
 
Possible replacements for unavailable percussion: 
Waterphone = bowed Cymbals, half placed in water 
Spring coil = Suspended Crash Cymbal 
Almglocken = Cowbell set 
 












VV Cephei is an eclipsing binary star system located in the constellation Cepheus. The supergiant primary of this system (VV Cephei 
A) is one of the largest known stars, with approximate size varying from 1050 to 1900 solar radii (its exact size is uncertain). If placed 
in our solar system, VV Cephei A's photosphere would extend past the orbit of Jupiter and approach that of Saturn. The fact that VV 
Cephei A fills its Roche lobe causes the flowing of matter from star to companion VV Cephei B. It probably makes the space around 
the system one of the deadliest places we could imagine. However, if there was the smallest probability to survive on a hypothetical 
planet revolving around VV Cephei, it would be possible to watch one of the most spectacular sunrises in the Universe.  
 
VV Cephei was composed in 2019 as a part of the “Hammer & Nail” collaboration between the Band and Composition departments of 
the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music. Concert band provides rich resources for embodying such large-scale ideas. Full 
orchestral tuttis and symbolize enormous size and mass of VV Cephei. Micropolyphonic motion with inclusion of irreal sound of 
bowed metal percussion instruments imitate chaotic circulations of candent star matter. Extreme orchestral range, extending from 
lowest sounds of Double Bass and Contrabassoon to highest notes of Piccolo helps to create feeling of endless outer space. This all 












VV Cephei is dedicated to Indiana University Concert Band and its conductor Prof. Jason Nam.  
 






















































































Clarinet in B I
Clarinet in B II









Trumpet in B  I
Trumpet in B  II
Trumpet in B III
Horn in F I, III

































































































































































































































































































































































































poco piu mosso ()



















































































Aleksei Logunovfor concert band
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